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ABSTRACT In dialogue systems, understanding the user utterances is crucial for providing appropriate

responses. A traditional dialogue act classification (DA) task is to classify each user reply into ‘‘ACCEPT,

REJECT, PROPOSE, and others’’. In contrast, in this paper, we define the DA task on multiple round

conversations between humans. The re-defined task is to classify a full dialogue according to the intention

of one participant. We term this task as intention classification (IC). We, then, propose a hybrid neural

network-based ensemble model for solving this problem. Two novel ensemble schemes are introduced for

combining the classification results or features from various classifiers. One is ensembling features from each

individual classifier using stacking, and we term this scheme as SFE. The other is adding wrong examples’

weight to loss functions of each individual classifier using the AdaBoost scheme, and we term this scheme

as MN-Ada. We have empirically examined the performance of the proposed ensemble schemes by using

three popular deep neural networks, as well as one newly modified networks for IC. Extensive experiments

have been conducted on a Chinese dialogue corpus. Our model can achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on the

experimental dialogue corpus.

INDEX TERMS Dialogue intention classification, ensemble schemes, CNN, LSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional DA task is to assist in generating smooth human-

machine conversations. Therefore, it focuses on the task of

classifying the responses of the human participant regarding

the machine’s suggestion. DA task obtain a category for each

sentence. In this paper, we are interested in a more compli-

cated dialogue scenario. For telecom carriers, custom services

receive a huge amount of calls regarding charges, package

enquiry and so on. Monitoring and analysis such calls can

assist the companies to figure out custom preferences, their

own service quality, and potential operating problems. In such

a scenario, the specific task is to figure out the real intention of

customers from a full dialogue. For example, costumers may

call to enquire about some usage of their charges or change

a phone package. We need to classify the purposes of these

calls. This task is termed as intention classification (IC) task.

Part of the challenges lie in multiple round conversations,

spoken language and imperfect speech recognition results

(Dialogues are the output of a speech recognition module).

Besides, in numerous cases, the caller changes their minds

over the conversation. Some examples of such conversations

is given inAppendixA. It is worthmentioning that our system

is already on line, we can deal one million dialogues one day.

IC task in essence is a special case of document classifica-

tion (DC). In nature language processing (NLP), DC is one

of the fundamental tasks. It has broad applications including

topic classification [1], sentiment analysis [2] and informa-

tion retrieval like spam detection [3]. Traditional approaches

for DC are based on support vector machine (SVM) with

hand-crafted features like Term Frequency–inverse Docu-

ment Frequency (TF-IDF) feature [4]. Recently, deep neural

networks are wildly used for learning better representation in

DC. Related studies include Convolutional neural networks

(CNN) [5] and Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM)

based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [6].

In real world DC applications, instead of relying on indi-

vidual machine learning classifiers, in order to achieve better

prediction performance, researchers often apply ensemble to

classifiers [7], [8]. Ensemblemethods are learning algorithms

that construct a set of classifiers. Predictions are made by
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taking a vote from each individual classifiers [9]. Commonly

used ensemble functions include bagging [10]–[12], boost-

ing [13] and stacking [14]. Bagging is a method that gener-

ate multiple versions of a predictor and use them to get an

aggregated predictor. It is often stuck in over-fitting when the

number of ensemble models is relatively small. Stacking is

a method similar to K-fold cross-validation, which can alle-

viate the over-fitting problems. It is a hierarchical structure,

the output of one layer is the input of its next layer. Traditional

stacking only ensembles outputs of each predictor as inputs to

its next layer, we abbreviate this traditional method as SRE.

Given the real word application context of IC, in this paper,

we focus on ensemble schemes that can take advantages of

the outputs of multiple classifiers. SRE only considers the

classification result of each involved classifiers. As men-

tioned above, when diverse features are included in classifi-

cation tasks, predication accuracy usually increase. Inspired

by this, instead of a single classification result for stacking,

we propose to ensemble abstract features trained from each

involved classifier for stacking (SFE). In SFE, we splice

together abstract features extracted from each classifier for

preserving more information, and ensemble them as input of

a new classifier for final predictions.

For boosting schemes, traditional boost uses machine

learning methods as weak classifiers and train weak classifier

one by one. In order to train each individual weak classifier

to focus on different aspects of data features, we need to hand

picking features as input.We adapt the boost scheme to our IC

task by incorporating weight information to the loss function

of each individual classifier so that the above training process

can automatically adjust training focus.

In order to test the proposed schemes, we select three

popular NN based classifiers. Since IC in essence is a DC

task, the selected classifier are reported to show competitive

performances in normal DC tasks. However, in IC tasks par-

ticipants might change minds during conversations. To cap-

ture this dynamic, we modified a CNN-LSTM so that the new

classifier can capture inversion of intention. We use multi

channel CNN with bidirectional LSTM (MCNN-BLSTM)

to capture more features about each sentence in a dialogue.

Adding reverse inter-sentence information to make the neural

network capture the real intention proposed at the beginning

of a dialogue. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a new task about dialogue intention clas-

sification. It classifies a full dialogue into a category,

which can represent the final intention of a participant.

2) For individual classifier of the IC task, we modify

CNN-LSTM by taking into consideration that partic-

ipants’ intention might change in a dialogue.

3) We propose two multi-model ensemble schemes.

Experimental results show that our ensemble schemes

can achieve state-of-the-art result.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 presents the related work. The details of

MCNN-BLSTM are given in Section 3. The two ensemble

scheme we proposed are given in Section 4. Experimental

results and discussion are presented in Section 5. We draw

conclusions in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Classifier ensembles have shown promising advantages over

single classifiers. Many experiments have verified this view.

Drucker compares the performance of three types of neural

network-based ensemble techniques to that of a single neu-

ral network. He finds that for a given computational cost,

boosting is always best [15]. Maclin evaluates Bagging and

Boosting on 23 datasets using both neural networks and

decision trees as classification algorithm [16]. The results

show that an ensemble is often more accurate than any of the

single classifiers in the ensemble.

Then, some more effective ensemble schemes based on

traditional bagging and boosting are proposed. For exam-

ple, random forest (RF) adds additional randomness to

bagging [17]. This counterintuitive strategy turns out to per-

form better than individual classifiers. It is also robust against

over-fitting. These two methods show best accuracy on some

synthetic datasets. AdaBoost for multi-class classification is

proposed by Zhu et al. [18]. It directly extends the AdaBoost

algorithm to the multi-class case without reducing it to mul-

tiple two-class problems.

Recent years, some researchers put their attentions on

using ensemble methods with deep neural networks. Ju inves-

tigated multiple widely used ensemble methods with deep

neural networks as candidate algorithms in image recogni-

tion tasks [19]. Across all of their experiments, the Stacking

achieved best performance among all the ensemble meth-

ods in image classification. Strauss propose to use ensemble

methods as a defense strategy against adversarial perturba-

tions in deep neural networks [20]. The experiments show

that ensemble methods not only improve the accuracy of

neural networks on test data but also increase their robustness

against adversarial perturbations. According to these works

mentioned above of ensemble functions, we proposed our

new ensemble schemes based on Adaboost and Stacking,

which are proven effective. We use neural networks as basis

model for they are exploited in DC task to automatically learn

a good representation.

For DC problems, Common solutions are CNN, LSTM,

their variants or combinations [3]. Kim [21] and others

first propose to use CNN as a text classifier. In their study,

the authors test different parameters and unsupervised pre-

training of word vectors with fine-tuning to obtain the best

classification result. Yin propose a multichannel variable-size

Convolution (MVCNN) for DC tasks. MCVNN combines

diverse versions of pre-trained word embeddings and use

variable-size convolution filters to extracts features [22].

It achieves state-of-the-art performance on four tasks includ-

ing small-scale binary, small-scalemulti-class and large-scale

Twitter sentiment prediction and subjectivity classification.

Ji and Dernoncourt present a model based on RNN and CNN

that incorporates preceding short text [23]. They also conduct

a detailed comparison on the classification effect of RNN
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FIGURE 1. The framework of the MCNN-BLSTM model. Take the appendix A-A as example, we show the word-level input and character-level input
for the first and last sentences, respectively. We also show the padding function for MCNN-LSTM in the figure for the last sentence. For this
example, the final category is Handle because of it obtain the biggest score in the probability distribution.

and CNN for precessing short text. In different datasets the

two classifiers have different performance, but both better

than linear classifier like Support Vector Machine (SVM),

naive Bayes. The model C-LSTM combines CNN and LSTM

for sentence representation [24]. It utilizes a CNN to extract

a sequence of higher-level phrase representations, and

then feed them into LSTM to obtain the sentence

representation.

III. MCNN-BLSTM

The architecture of this model is shown in Figure 1. Assume

that a dialogue has m sentences and each sentence contains

n words and t characters. There are total D dialogues in

datasets. The proposed model first projects a full dialogue

into a vector representation, on which we bulid a classifier

to perform IC. In the following, we present how we bulid

the dialogue level vector progressively from word vectors by

using the hierarchical structure of MCNN-BLSTM.

A. SENTENCE REPRESENTATION

We denote a sentence with sij = {rj,w
i
j1/c

i
j1,w

i
j2/c

i
j2 · · ·

wijn/c
i
jt }, i refers to the ith dialogue in a dataset, r is the

role information, wijn and c
i
jt are the words and the characters

of sij. We first embed them into two vectors. One is a word

embedding eswj , the other is a character embedding escj .

Then, a convolutional step is carried out to convert these

two embeddings to their corresponding feature maps. For the

word embedding eswj , its feature map fwj is calculated by

fwj = φ(ω1 · eswj + b1). For the character embedding escj ,

its feature map fcj is calculated by fcj = φ(ω2 · escj + b2). ω1

and ω2 are both a set of different convolution kernels in the

MCNN and shared by every sentence.

Then we take a k_max_pooling in fwj and fcj. Top k values

in both fwj and fcj are extracted to form two fixed length

vectorial representations, respectively. The two vectorial rep-

resentations are concatenated to get an annotation of the

sentence sij, as demonstrated in the following equation.

sijp = [k_max_pool(fwj), k_max_pool(fcj)] (1)

B. DIALOGUE REPRESENTATION

After the processing above, a dialogue di can be converted to

an ordered set di = {s
i
1p, s

i
2p · · · s

i
jp · · · s

i
mp}. Then, we use a

bidirectional LSTM to obtain an annotation for di by summa-

rizing information from two sequences constructed from di.

The bidirectional LSTM contains a forward LSTM
−→
f , which

reads the dialogue di from si1p to simp and a backward

LSTM
←−
f , which reads from simp to s

i
1p:

−→
hij =

−−−→
LSTM (sijp) j ∈ [1,m] (2)

←−
hij =

←−−−
LSTM (sijp) j ∈ [m, 1] (3)

We then generate the representation dip of di by concatenating

the forward last output
−→
him and the backward last output

←−
hi1 ,

i.e. dip = [
−→
him,
←−
hi1 ].

C. DIALOGUE CLASSIFICATION

The dialogue vector dip is a high level representation of di.

We use it as input features for SFE. Then, dip is sent to a fully
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connected layer and softmax for classification:

p̂(di) = softmax(ω3 ∗ dip + b3) (4)

where p̂(di) is the probability distribution of each intention

category. We use cross entropy as training loss:

Lmcnn_lstm = −
1

D

D
∑

i=1

[p(di)log
p̂(di)] (5)

where p(di) is the real probability distributions of each

category. The categorywith the highest probability is the final

classification result of di.

D. DETAILS OF PADDING

In NLP, padding is used to compensate places at the edge

of an input so that words at the beginning and the end of

a sentence can be involved in convolution. The same idea

applies to dialogues as well. For MCNN-BLSTM, we first

apply padding to each sentence so that all of them are of the

same length n or t . Also each dialogue goes through padding

to get same length m. If any sentence or dialogue length is

larger than predefined parameters, they are truncated.

Model-R: In our IC task, the dialogue participants have

different roles, inquirer, custom service and irrelevant people.

In order to involve in such information in the classification

models, we extend the representation of a sentence sijp to

sijp = [r ij , s
i
jp], r

i
j refers to the role information of sij. As shown

in Figure 1, the r i1 and the r im represent the role information

of si1 and sim, respectively. Specifically, we use numerical

values 1, 2, and 3 to represent these roles. In this article,

we attach a letter ‘‘R’’ to amodel name, likeMCNN-BLSTM-

R, to indicate that the role information is included in the

sentence representation.

E. RELATION TO CNN-LSTM

The MCNN-BLSTM model is designed based on the model

CNN-LSTM [25]. Different from the original model, we use

both words and characters to represent sentences. We add

characters’ feature for making up some errors caused by word

segmentation. We also use bidirectional LSTM instead of the

original LSTM, because the real intention may appear at the

beginning or the end of a dialogue. The further back a cell

locates in LSTM, the more important it is. Using bidirectional

LSTM can consider intentions at either the beginning or the

back of a sentence.

IV. MULTI-MODEL ENSEMBLE SCHEME

In this section, we introduce our Multi-model ensemble

scheme for the proposed IC task. We first introduce the

scheme that use AdaBoost to neural networks. Then we

present our improved stacking scheme SFE in details. Let

T = T1, · · · ,Tb, · · · ,TM denote individual classifiers in

these two ensemble scheme, M is the total number of

classifiers.

A. MN-ADA

Figure 2(a) presents the architecture of MN-Ada. Traditional

AdaBoost is a series structure, which trains weak classifiers

one by one. It pays more attention to misclassified dialogue

by increasing the weighting µi at its next model. The initial

weight of each dialogue is µi = 1/D. We apply this idea to

neural networks by adding µi in loss function. Each classi-

fier T gets a weight αT based on its performance:

αT = log
1− errT

errT
+ log(K − 1) (6)

where errT is the error rate of individual classifier T . The

K represents the number of categories. The bigger errT
is, the smaller αT . It means the less effective the model

is, the smaller the contribution to the final ensemble. The

log(K − 1) is to guarantee that the value of αT is positive,

when value of errT is bigger than 1/2. After getting αT ,

we update µi by Equation ( 8).

g(f (x)) =

{

1, f (x) = True

0, f (x) = False
(7)

µi ← µi • exp(a
T • g(f (x))),

i = 1, · · · ,m f (x) : T (di) 6= k (8)

where T (di) is the classification result of dialogue di obtained

from individual classifier T , k is the true label of di. The value

FIGURE 2. An overview of ensemble scheme. Fig a presents the architecture of MN-Ada and Fig b is the architecture of SFE.
In Figure 2(b), different colour represents different models. In this paper we use four models. The coloured square which contains
character vi represents features that the corresponding validation set (have same colour with character T ) get from trained model Ti .
(a) MN-Ada. (b) SFE.
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of g(f (x)) can only be zero or one.When f (x) is true, the value

of g(f (x)) is one, otherwise it is zero. By the equation (8),

when classifier T gives wrong result on di,µi becomes bigger

in order to achieve greater weight distribution for misclas-

sified dialogue. Then we add µi to cross entropy loss L for

every classifier T , which is calculated by Equation (9).

LT = −
1

m

m
∑

i=1

µi[p(di)log
p̂(di)] (9)

The p(di) and p̂(di) in loss function represent the actual

probability distribution and the predicted probability distri-

bution, respectively. By multiplying weights µi to the loss

function, we make a current classifier place more emphasis

on examples that a previous classifier gives wrong results.

We then repeat these steps for each classifier and calculate a

weight αT for each individual classifier. We also get a result

k̂ from each individual classifier for each dialogue di. Then

the final category is obtain by Equation (10).

final_result(di)

= argmax
k̂
(

M
∑

T

αT • g(f (x)))f (x) : T (di) = k̂ (10)

The final predicted category of di is the value k̂ that makes

Equation (10) maximum.

B. SFE

Figure 2(b) presents the architecture of SFE. In this scheme,

we first divide a training set into M different sets, which is

the same as the number of models. Similar to a k-fold cross

validation,M − 1 out of theM folds are treated as a training

set, the rest one set serves as a validation set. For each split

of the training set and the validation set (M split in total),

we train one individual classifier, we call this individual

classifier a sub-classifier Tbr , b ∈ [1,M ], r ∈ [1,M ].

Next, for the ensemble step, we apply another classifier,

which is a multilayer perceptron (MLP). For the input of this

MLP, in traditional stacking scheme, it is a vector constructed

from the output (i.e. predicted category of each dialogue) of

each individual classifier. In our proposed ensemble scheme,

we use the input of each individual classifier’s last hidden

layer to construct the input. Obviously, the new input vector

is much larger than the traditional one. We hypothesise that

such an operation can preserve more information from each

individual classifier for the ensemble to perform classifica-

tion, and it can further improve classification accuracy.

Since this new input vector consists of component vectors

provided by each individual classifier, we present how one

component input vector is constructed, and the rest compo-

nent input vector are generated in the same way. For one

instance in the original training set, for each sub-classifier Tb
we first decide which sub-classifier’s validation set that the

instance belongs to. Then, we propagate the instance through

that specific sub-classifier to its last hidden layer to get a

corresponding component vector vbr . When we ensemble a

set of different sub-classifiers, the size of vectors vb might

be different. In order to convert each component vector to

the same size, we then apply principal component analysis

(PCA) to vb, and only keep the first a values to get v
′
br
. Their

process is applied to all M classifier to get a complete input

matrix F for the MLP. The final classification is obtained by

equation (12).

F =











v′11
· · · v′b1 · · · v′M1

v′12
· · · v′b2 · · · v′M2

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

v′1M · · · v′bM · · · v′MM











(11)

final_result = softmax(MLP(F)) (12)

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section we introduce our datasets, data preprocessing,

experiments setting and experiment results.

A. DATASETS AND DATA PREPROCESSING

We use two Chinese dialogue datasets. They are both pro-

vided by a telecommunication network carrier. They are

speech recognition outputs of conversations between humans.

As in Table 1, we can see that these two datasets both have

the characteristics of short sentence length and long dialogue

length. In our experiments, we set themax sentence, character

and dialogue length 10, 15 and 22 in data1, and 12, 20, 26

in data2, respectively. The data1 has 40253 pieces of data

and data2 has 15225 pieces of data, this amount of data is

sufficient for training compare with the amount of data in

the public data set like MR 11 and CR.2 According to the

contents of dialogues, we divide data1 into six categories and

data2 into three categories. These categories are also defined

in the on line system. Examples of classification criteria for

data2 used in this study are given as follows:

1) Complaints: unsatisfied with the service.

2) Handle: handle a business.

3) Inquire: consult product features.

TABLE 1. This table presents statistics for two experimental datasets.
First three columns represent the average length of words and characters
in a sentence, and the average sentences number in a dialogue,
respectively. Role Num represents number of roles in one datasets.

We have conducted two series of experiments. In one

experiment, the IC task is to classify given dialogues into

three classes, which are complaint, handle and inquire. In the

other experiment, the IC task is to distinguish whether the

given dialogue is emotional or not. Data2 has three role

categories, which means that there are up to three people

1https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
2http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
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involved in one conversation. Data1 does not have role infor-

mation. In our experiments, the ratio of the training set to the

validation set for the two datasets is 9:1. We show three dia-

logue examples at Appendix A. They represent three different

categories and they all have a intention change. For example,

the example in Appendix A-C, although it has the intention

of inquire at beginning, it belongs to the class complaints.

The preprocessing of the datasets includes changing tra-

ditional Chinese to simplified Chinese, converting Chinese

number to Arabic numerals,3 removing telephone number

and ID number. We use ICTCLAS4 to segment words. After

obtaining the segmented dialogue, we generate a stop words

dictionary based on our datasets by calculating TF-IDF value

of each word and taking the top 5% from the smallest values

to largest values.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For the word embedding process that generates vector-

ized presentation of words, 300-dimensional word2vec vec-

tors are used for initialization. As for the char embedding,

50-dimensional word2vec vectors are used for initialization.

We use the two experiment datasets and one more Sohu News

Corps5 to train them. The initial word embedding network

weights are generated from range [−0.01, 0.01] by using

uniform distribution. All of the models are optimized with

the Adaptive Moment Estimation(Adam) over shuffled mini-

batches. We repeat each experiment for 30 times and each

10 times we use 10-flod cross-validation. All of the experi-

ments are under Debian system, Linux 8.9 and python 3.6,

tensorflow1.4.

For MCNN-LSTM, the filter width of ω1 and ω2 are

[1, 2, 3] and [2, 3, 4] and the number of them are both 64.

The value of k_max_pool is 8. For SFE, the a value we keep

in PCA is 100.

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The baseline methods of individual classifier in experiments

include:

1) CNN: It trained on top of pre-trained word vectors

for our task [21]. It show that a simple CNN with

little hyperparameter tuning and static vectors achieves

excellent results on multiple benchmarks.

2) LSTM: It use LSTM to represent document feature and

use softmax as classifier [26].

3) HAN: It has two levels of attentionmechanisms applied

at the word and sentence-level [27]. Enabling it to

attend differentially to more and less important content

when constructing the dialogue representation. We set

the RNN size as 150, word attention size and sentence

attention size as 100. The feature we want for SFE

obtains after sentence attention operation, the feature

size is 300.

3‘‘ ’’(one seven six nine eight) to 17698
4http://ictclas.nlpir.org/newsdownloads?DocId=352
5http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/c.html

4) VDCNN:The VDCNN model uses only small

convolutions and pooling operations [28]. It achieves

state-of-the-art results on a number of public classi-

fication datasets especially on short texts. We use a

9 layers architecture as it gets best performance in

all experiments. Our input is characters of dialogues,

the filter size is 3 and polling size is 3. The filter number

for each convolutional block is 64, 128, 256, 512. The

features for SFE are coming from the k_max_pooling,

as described in the article the feature size is 1536 =

3× 512.

5) BLSTM-2DCNN: This model is described in detail

in [29]. It first uses BLSTM to encoder all embedded

words in new representation. Then use two layer CNN

to extract the full dialogue features from new repre-

sentation. Then 2D max pooling operation is utilized

to obtain a fixed length vector h∗ and it is the whole

representation of the input dialogue di. Then it passed

to a 2 fully connected layers and then send to softmax

classifier layer to predict the intention. The size of

feature map in CNN both 3 ∗ 3, the 2D pooling size

is 2∗2 and LSTM size is 300. The features for SFE are

get after the first fully connected layer, the size is 128.

We chose the CNN and LSTM for baseline because of

they are the most basic model for document classification.

The other models we use for baseline because of they all get

state-of-the-art accuracy on different document classification

datasets.

The baseline methods of ensemble function in comparison

include:

1) Random Forest(RF): Training four models separately

using randomly selected data at same time. The prob-

ability of each categories in VDCNN is denoted

as PVDCNN = p1, p2, · · · , pK , and so on, we get

PVDCNN ,PHAN ,PMCNN−BLSTM ,

PBLSTM−2DCNN . Different with traditional RF has same

weights on each model, we assign different weights for

them to get final result.

final_result = α ∗ PVDCNN + β ∗ PHAN

+γ ∗ PMCNN−BLSTM

+δ ∗ PBLSTM−2DCNN

α + β + γ + δ = 1

2) SRE: Combing all results from four individual models

and trained a supported vector machine (SVM) classi-

fier to get final result.

Experimental results are given in the Table 2. The best

results in corresponding columns are highlighted with bold

font. ‘‘Acc’’ is an abbreviation of accuracy and ‘‘Re’’ is an

abbreviation of recall. As explained in Section V-A, class ‘A’

is different from other classes, which refers to emotions.

We further divide all the six classes for data1 into two

major classes, one is for emotion class and the other is for

non-emotion class. Abbreviation TC is used to refer to the

IC task that involves two classes. A refers to a emotion
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TABLE 2. Experiments results for individual classifiers and ensembles . ∗ indicates this result is significantly better than the result before it
in this column with p < 0.001 of the T-test.

class, while EA refers to a non-emotion class. RecallEA =

oc/(oc + aoc), where oc is the number of instances that

are correctly classified into EA, while aoc is the number

of instances that belong to EA but are classified into A.

AccuracyEA = oc/(oc + ooc) where ooc is the number of

instances that belong to A, but are classified to EA. The

TC Acc and Final Acc respectively reflects the accuracy of

classifiers for two classes and all classes. As we can see,

the MCNN-BLSTM and MCNN-BLSTM-R achieve best

results on EA accuracy in data1 and data2, respectively.

It shows MCNN-BLSTM can capture sentiment information

in dialogues well. In Table 2, we also show the comparison

between MCNN-BLSTM and CNN-LSTM. It is easy to see

that MCNN-BLSTM is more suitable for our IC task, which

can further improve the final accuracy respectively by 1.31%

and 3.31% on data1 and data2. HAN performs well on all

metric and get best result on TC accuracy in data2, and

get best final accuracy in data1 compared with all single

model. It shows the effectiveness of hierarchical structure

with attention on capturing information. Although MCNN

and DCNN do not perform prominent, the gaps from other

single models are not significant on every metrics.

In data2, when comparing MCNN-BLSTM, HAN with

MCNN-BLSTM-R, HAN-R, MCNN-BLSTM-R, HAN-R

get better results on final accuracy. In particular, there is

4.39% increase in the final accuracy for MCNN-BLSTM-R

and 0.84% for HAN-R, which get the best result in single

model performance in data2. MN-Ada-R, which ensemble

individual models with ‘‘-R’’ has a 0.97% increase on the

basis of MN-Ada. SFE-R has a 1.22% increase on the basis

of SFE. These results show role information is important in

IC task and the function we add role information is effec-

tive. According to the statistical significance test, we can

see the ensemble models we propose all significantly better

than other ensemble functions and all single models on final

accuracy. The MN-Ada is also significantly better than SFE

on final accuracy.

We also ensemble two of four individual classifiers or three

of four in use SFE and MN-Ada. The detailed results shown

in Table 3. It is easy to see that the performances of combine

arbitrarily two classifiers, which show in Table 3 are all better

than individual classifiers in Table 2. The results show in 3

are all better than the Table 3 but lower than combining

all individual classifiers in Table 2. As we can see the SFE

scheme on four individual classifiers outperforms on three

individual classifiers in data1 and data2 by 0.5% and 0.34%

on average, respectively. This advantage shown in MN-Ada

scheme on data1 and data2 are 0.54% and 0.61%, respec-

tively. From these results, we verify that each single classifier

we use makes contribution for this task. We also ensemble

other three models with CNN-LSTM, and the result show our

MCNN-BLSTM more suitable for this IC task.

Almost all ensemble schemes get higher final accuracy

compared with single model except SRE. Compared with

the best individual model on data1 and data2, SRE has a

decrease of 1.52% and 2.3% in the final accuracy. This result

indicates that only use classification results as input to second

layer for stacking scheme dose not combine the advantages

of each model. The ensemble scheme MN-Ada gets best

results on final accuracy, which is 3.1% higher than the best

single model and 1.94% higher than the RF ensemble scheme

in data1. In data2, MN-Ada-R do not get best results on
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TABLE 3. The final accuracy of combine different single model with SFE and MN-Ada. (a) Combine two different single models. (b) Combine there
different single models.

TABLE 4. Model proportion of RF and MN-Ada. The first four columns are the proportions of each model in the RF, and the last six columns are the values
in the formula 6 obtained by each model in MN-Ada. The C-L represent model MCNN-BLSTM, and L-C represent model BLSTM-2DCNN.

other metrics, but get the best final accuracy, which is most

important in IC task. Although SFE did not achieve the best

final accuracy in both datasets, it also get second only to

MN-Ada on final accuracy.

In Table 4we listed theweights of eachmodel in RF and the

µ value in MN-Ada of each model. These values are the best

experimental results corresponding to. The larger the values

the more import the model is in ensemble schemes. This

conclusion is correspond to the result of individual classifier.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose a new task IC, which is to clas-

sify the full dialogue into a category according to the real

intention of a customer. It is different with DA task which

is classify each sentence to a category to assist in generating

smooth dialogue. DA task is depending on the change of

entities when IC task is depending on semantics information.

Based on these differences, the solutions for DA task often

need to combine simple classifier and conditional random

field (CRF) to obtain entities, while the solutions of IC

task need to apply complex neural network to obtain exact

semantics information. We use Chinese dialogue datasets to

conduct intention classification. Based on the characteristics

of datasets, we propose two ensemble functions SFE andMN-

Ada, they both get competitive performance on all metrics

especially the final accuracy on both datasets. We also adapt

four DC models to our ensemble function. Especially we

modify CNN-LSTM to MCNN-BLSTM, which has multi-

channel CNN and bidirectional LSTM. The experiment result

demonstrate that our improvement is effective. We add dia-

logue role feature to HAN and MCNN-BLSTM, and get a

certain progress, compared with role feature removed. When

we ensemble features from each individual classifier, which

add role feature, we get state-of-the-art final accuracy on

MN-Ada.

APPENDIX A

DIALOGUE EXAMPLE

A. HANDLE

A:

(Glad to serve you.)

B: ,

(Hello, can you help me to find out how much money is spent

on mobile phones this month?)

A: , 58.1

(Ok, you spend 58.1 yuan this month.)

B: , ,

(Ok, then I want to change the package because this card is

rarely used.)

A: , ,
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(Yes, there is a 18 yuan package that includes a one hundred

minutes of talk time and one hundred megabytes of traffic.)

B:

(Then please help me change it.)

A:

(Are you sure you want to change this package?)

B:

(Yes.)

A:

(OK, I have helped you change successfully.)

B: (Thank you)

B. INQUIRE

A: ,

(Hello, glad to serve you.)

B: ,

(Hello, I want to change the 80 yuan package to a smaller

one.)

A: ,

(Please hole on. If you need to change the smaller package,

you can apply for the next month.)

B:

(So what is the minimum package for spending?)

A: 85 ,

(It is 58 yuan, including one hundred minutes of calls and five

hundred megabytes of traffic.)

B:

(I want this one)

A: ,

(OK, please wait a moment)

A: ,

,

(Sorry sir. I have found that you have a gift package that is

not finished yet. You cannot change the package.)

B: ,

(So, what should I do?)

A:

(You can change the package after the gift package.)

B: , (Ok, Thank you.)

C. COMPLAINTS

A: ,

(Hello, glad to serve you)

B: ,

(Hello, I want to ask about my phone bill usage)

A: , ,

(Ok, please wait)

A:

(Your phone bill balance is insufficient)

B: , ,

(What are you talking about? I can not hear you. The signal

is not good.)

A:

(Where are you?)

B: ,

,

(Ok, now I am at Yang Gao north road Zhong Quan road.

There is no signal in this place. )

A:

(Ok,I know. YangGao north road right?)

A: ,

(Please hold on, i’ll check you for help.)

B:

(Ok)

A: , ,

(Ok, sir. Thank you very much for your attention to the China

Mobile company. We will improve the local signal problem

as soon as possible.)

B:

(There are some problems in your system indeed.)

B: ,

(I have already responded to this question several times and

you have not solved it. )

A: ,

(I am very sorry, we will solve it as soon as possible.)

B:

(Say so every time.)

APPENDIX B

CHANGE OF DIALOGUE INTENTION

We list the change of dialogue intention for the three different

examples we show in Appendix A in Table 5. From the

Table 5 we can see our model can capture the change of

intention.

TABLE 5. This table show the result of each example when we select
different number of sentences. The first line is the sentence numbers we
select in a dialogue. The I, H and C represent Inquire, Handle and
Complain, respectively.
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